
SCREW MOUNT:

SLIDING LENS END CAP

Screw holes have been drilled in the backer assembly of the sign. The message tiles
must be removed to expose the mounting screw holes. Use these holes as a template to mark the surface
for drilling. #6 x 1" phillips pan hd screws (provided) are used to secure the sign (NOTE: DO NOT OVER
TIGHTEN SCREWS). Smaller signs may only require (2) screws. For drywall or brick, anchors (provided)
must be used. A 3/16" hole is recommended for the anchors.

The can be installed on either side of the backer assembly to allow the lens
to slide left or right, depending on which side of the door the sign is installed.

TAPE MOUNT OPTION: The door or smooth wall surface in the area the tape pads contact the wall
should be clean. Lightly mark the spot for the sign by using the outside of the sign as a template. Remove
the protective cover of the tape pads on the back of the sign. The message tiles should be removed to apply
pressure on the tape pad areas. Position and press firmly especially in the tape pad areas.
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STANDARD TILE
slide out to remove

STANDARD END CAP
screws onto the backer assembly

BACKER ASSEMBLY

SLIDING LENS END CAP (OPTIONAL)
screws onto the backer
assembly and allows lens
to slide out

SIDEKICK (OPTIONAL)
clips or screw mounts
onto backer and
automatically aligns to
be flush at the top
and bottom of the sign

PAPER INSERT

STANDARD END CAP AND SLIDING LENS
END CAP -

SIDEKICK

SCREW-FLAT PHILLIPS HD
#3 X 3/8 P/N 100042-06

- SCREW-FLAT PHILLIPS HD
#3 X 1 /2 P/N 100042-07

LENS

ANCHOR
P/N 100271

SCREW-PHILLIPS PAN HD
#6 X 1” P/N 100268-01


